Diagnostic endoscopic submucosal dissection with targeted tunnel to reach the suspect area first in order to diagnose muscular invasion and differentiate T1b from T2 cancers

Characterization of colorectal neoplasia with Kudo's [1] and Sano's patterns [2] distinguishes superficial neoplasia (submucosal invasion <1000 μm) displaying Kudo Vi and/or Sano 3a patterns from deep invasive cancers (DIC) (>1000 μm) that display Kudo Vn or Sano 3b patterns. Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is a curative treatment for T1 colorectal cancer with submucosal invasion when the tumor does not display budding, lymphovascular invasion and poorly differentiated components, but depth of invasion over 1000 μm is not an independent risk factor of lymph node metastasis [3]. This leads to a new challenge to distinguish lesions with deep submucosal invasion, which are potentially treatable with ESD, from T2 cancers, for which ESD is unfeasible and dangerous since the submucosa disappears below the lesion. Waiting for optical criteria, Japanese experts have proposed attempting ESD with diagnostic intent [4] to obtain, if successful, a precise pathology evaluation (risk factors) to guide further management.

Herein, we present images of a 4-cm nongranular laterally spreading tumor in the left colon in a 63-year-old woman, displaying a 10-mm area with disrupted vessels (Sano 3b) and amorphous pit pattern (Kudo Vn) at the center of the lesion (Fig. 1). We attempted diagnostic ESD with targeted submucosal tunneling to explore first the area suspected of deep invasion (Video 1). Once we reached it, we were able to confirm tumor invasion through the submucosal space as far as the muscularis propria. Examinations inside and outside the tunnel confirmed the correspondence of the areas (Fig. 2). Biopsy samples from the tunnel confirmed adenocarcinoma in the area of invasion. ESD was stopped without risking perforation and further surgery revealed T2 adenocarcinoma.

Fig. 1 Endoscopic optical characterization of a nongranular laterally spreading tumor (LST NG) in a 63-year-old woman. a, b LST NG with noninvasive patterns (Kudo Vi, Sano 3a). c, d Area of invasive patterns with Kudo Vn and Sano 3b appearance.

Video 1 Diagnostic endoscopic submucosal dissection with a tunnel targeted to the suspect area in order to rule out muscular invasion.
During the wait for new characterization criteria, diagnostic ESD with a targeted tunnel to reach the suspect area first could allow clinicians to differentiate T1b lesions from T2 ones, stop the ESD, and refer the patient for surgery.
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Fig. 2 Correspondence between the appearances at the surface and in the submucosal tunneling space in the suspect area. a Bluish appearance of the dissected tunnel zone showing local ischemia related to dissection of the underlying submucosa. b, c In the tunnel, appearance of the focal area of invasion (red arrows) surrounded by injected submucosa (blue arrows). d Biopsy sample revealing adenocarcinoma in the area of invasion.